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Vincent Walsh – The Creative Brain  

I am trying to become a better pianist.  A couple of years ago I learnt about the power of sleep to 
help us learn motor skills.  In a nutshell, it is not “practise that makes perfect”, but much more that 
“practise plus sleep makes perfect”. 

So, I was especially keen to hear from Vin Walsh and gain a deeper understanding about the role of 
sleep in our lives.  As a result of his presentation and following his suggestions, I have even changed 
my own sleep behaviour – I am now really trying to get 7-8 hours sleep per night, rather than 
believing that I can get by on 6 hours or less. 

Session 1 - Sleep: The low hanging fruit of health and wellbeing 

Vin kicked off his presentation with the slogan above – and then went on to demonstrate how 
important and powerful sleep is in all of our lives; when it costs us nothing, why wouldn’t we want to 
make more of this free resource? 

As well as impacting our health and wellbeing, sleep is also fundamental to our creativity.  We spend 
about a third of our lives asleep so why wouldn’t we want to take this more seriously and make the 
most of this time? 

What happens if we don’t get enough sleep? 

Vin started by making the point that many of us don’t know what sleep really is, and there is still 
much to learn about sleep, what it is, and the effect is has on us, both physically and psychologically.  
Throughout his presentation, he enlightened us about the latest research evidence about what sleep 
is, and the impact if we don’t get enough. 

He emphasised the importance of working with our 
own body clocks and circadian rhythm.  Throughout 
his presentation, he made reference to being a 
morning or evening person.  I wasn’t sure if there 
was any truth in our beliefs about being a “morning 
person”, but Vin reinforced the importance of 
recognising these personal preferences, to the 
point of planning work days and flexible working 
around this. 

When we disrupt our sleep patterns, we are 
interrupting our circadian rhythm, so it is not 
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surprising that we become less effective in multiple areas of our lives.  Examples of the “damage” 
caused by disrupted or lack of sleep include: 

• Poor dietary regulation - your hunger hormone (ghrelin) skyrockets. It issues a one-word 
command, “EAT,” and you just can’t resist. 

• Increased risk of crashing while driving – shockingly for me, there is data that indicates that 
having less than six hours sleep is worse than being over the drink-drive limit. 

• Beta-Amyloid builds up in the brain – this is linked to Alzheimer’s. 
• We decrease our social regulation, and are more likely to act out of character and have a 

negative perception of other people. 

He also gave us a catalogue of impacts on our health and personal performance that are identified in 
these 2 diagrams: 

   Impact on Health Impact on personal performance 

 

 

What is sleep? 

When we sleep our brain goes into 90-minute cycles of different brain states.  These cycles are 
repeated throughout the night. 

Stage II sleep is very important for 
learning motor skills (eg in Vin’s 
example of playing the trumpet and 
my example of improving my piano 
playing). 

And the deep sleep during stages III 
and IV is important for physical 
recovery and consolidating the day’s 
events into long term memories. 
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The best way to consolidate memory and emotional experiences is to go through all sleep stages.  
This ties in with recent research that demonstrates that if you have a traumatic experience, one way 
to disrupt your memory of it is to stay up all night, and therefore reduce the brain’s ability to 
consolidate that experience. 

Napping during the day is also valuable 

For those who like to nap during the day, the good news is that this is also valuable and can help to 
make up a sleep deficit.  Vin suggested two ways to make the most of our napping: 

1. If you are going to nap, then either nap for (a) less than 30 minutes or (b) more than 90 
minutes.  If we wake up between 30-90 minutes, we are highly likely to wake up from deep 
sleep which can be very disrupted and lead to us waking up in a confused state. 

2. Don’t nap late in the day – this is because over the course of a day, our sleep pressure builds 
up and we are likely to go into deep sleep more quickly. 

How can we improve the quality and quantity of our sleep? 

Vin gave us 3 golden rules for better quality sleep: 

1. Heat – this is important because when we sleep the hypothalamus acts to bring down our 
body temperature.  If our environment is too hot, the hypothalamus has to work harder to 
bring down our temperature, and this detracts from the other functions it needs to do while 
we sleep. 

2. Light – a little known fact is that all cells in the body monitor what time of day it is.  Light 
sensitive cells in our eyes also tell our brain what time of day it is.  Therefore, as we are 
moving towards sleep, we need to reduce the light levels so that are subconscious brain gets 
ready for sleep. 

3. Habits – Vin advised us that if we are having problems sleeping, the most important of these 
three rules to focus on is to establish a regular routine for going to sleep.  Treat your sleep 
routine like diet and exercise, but be relaxed about it and don’t worry if you have one bad 
day.  Conversely, if you have a hectic life during the week, don’t imagine that you can catch 
up on a sleep deficit at the weekend.  

Vin wrapped up his session on Sleep with a Q&A. 

I found Vin’s presentation to be a really excellent introduction to getting a better understanding of 
how and why we sleep, and his tips on improving the quantity and quality of my own sleep patterns.  
It is quite rare for me to walk away from a presentation and immediately change my own behaviour, 
but this is one that definitely ticked that box! 

We then broke for the morning coffee break, and while we were immersed in great conversations 
with other delegates, Vin surreptitiously took photos of us.  I will come back to these photos in a 
moment. 
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Session 2 - Enhancing creativity in the work place  

After the break we came back to Vin’s presentation on creativity (or as Vin put it “the posh word for 
problem solving”); this is another subject that is dear to my heart. 

Who knew that 4 was a magic number? 

Vin kicked off by showing us some of the photos that he took of us during the coffee break.  He has 
run this experiment many times and encouraged us to do the same in our own work. 

His key point was that if we have a choice about the size of group we are in, we always trend 
towards groups of 4.  This is a very powerful subconscious decision-making process.  He showed us 
sequences of groups during the break, and showed that groups build up to 4, and then if any more 
join the group, others will either metaphorically (eg start checking their phone or zone out of the 
discussion) or physically (eg walk away) check out of the group. 

So, there is something very important about group size that enables everyone to be engaged in the 
discussion, and equally doesn’t allow them to “hide” and not participate. 

Creative people and re-inventing ourselves 

Vin gave us a number of examples of people who have been creative and re-invented themselves 
over many years, eg: 

• Muhammad Ali – who was 32 and considered old for a sportsman.  He beat George 
Foreman by developing a strategy of taking the punches from Foreman and let him punch 
himself out. 

• Madonna – who is in her 5th decade of working and constantly reinvents herself. 
• Glenda Jackson – now in her 80’s and reinvented herself from actor to politician. 
• Hugh Laurie – has reinvented himself many times. 
• Arnold Schwarzenegger – in Vin’s view, possibly the world’s greatest polymath. 

Vin’s key point was that there is a method to their creativity.  He then took the example of Arnold 
Schwarzenegger and looked in more detail at his career, before going on to describe an overall 
process for creativity that we can all adopt. 

Vin presented a potted history of Arnold Schwarzenegger’s career: 

• He was born in Austria; he started his career and was hugely instrumental in creating the 
modern sport of body building. 

• He moved to the USA and became one of the biggest real estate developers in the world. 
• He became a lead actor, but followed a strategy of rejecting muscle-man roles. 
• He became a successful film promoter by promoting films well beyond the standard 

locations, eg promoting into Austria and Sweden. 
• He married into the Kennedy family, but managed to balance this with his continuing 

financial support to the Republicans! 
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• After becoming Governor of California, he was the first world leader to sign a meaningful 
green policy. 

Throughout this amazing career, he has followed a simple method that he took from body building – 
always do at least one more rep than the next person. 

Definition of creativity 

Vin then gave us his definition of creativity which I have found really useful: 

“Creativity is the combination of skills and concepts in a new, unexpected (and useful) way.” 

But how do we create creativity? 

Vin then presented us with seven strategies for creativity. 

Strategy 1 – Know the goal; the goal might be a process.   

Vin has never met a game changer who is happy where they are.  They see creativity as a process 
and not just as a goal, and they are always revisiting the fundamentals of their “work”.  Vin then 
went on to give us some examples:  

• Pablo Cassals was heard practising the C scale (the simplest scale that musicians learn) on his 
cello.  When asked “why?”, he responded by saying that he thinks that he can improve it, ie 
he is always revisiting the fundamentals of his craft. 

• Edward Muybridge moved to California from the UK and struggled to make a career in film 
and photography.   He then had an accident and damaged his frontal lobe – this part of the 
brain develops through our teenage years and into our early twenties.  The significance to 
Muybridge is that in his case he stopped being so concerned about what people thought 
about him and his ideas.  He subsequently became very successful and revisited many of his 
earlier ideas.  One of his most well known successes was proving through photographic 
sequences that when a horse gallops, all four hooves leave the ground.  Vin summed up 
Muybridge’s approach in 3 characteristics: obsession, disinhibition (aka courage) and 
accepting failure.  This neatly segued into the next strategy for creativity. 

Strategy 2: Embrace Failure; if you’re not failing you’re not trying 

To be creative, we all need to be willing to accept a strategy of trying and failing many times before 
we succeed.  Examples that Vin gave us include sports people who have many failures before finally 
winning, scientists who publish many bad papers alongside the much rarer successful papers, and 
rock climbers who live by the maxim “if you’re not falling, you’re not trying”. 

But can we measure creativity?  It is a common experience that we have our most creative ideas 
when we are away from our workplace, eg when walking the dog, taking a shower, when you don’t 
have a pen(!), or during breaks in meetings and workshops.  The common factor in all of these is that 
the brain is in an alpha state, which is similar to the state during meditation.  When we are relaxed 
our brain cells can make connections over a longer distance than when we are actively engaged in an 
activity. 
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One way that we can test creativity is by testing our 
divergent thinking - this can be done by giving people a 
simple everyday object (eg a pen) and asking them to think 
of as many uses as possible for that object. 

We could also use the Remote Associates Test which tests 
our ability to identify a word that links three seemingly 
unrelated words.   

The key learning here is that to be creative we need to create time and space, and create an alpha 
brain state.  This is incompatible with common business practices of trying to be creative in group 
meetings and workshops etc. 

Strategy 3: Know where you are in the creative process 

I found this model of (1) Preparation, (2) Incubation, (3) Illumination and (4) Verification for the 
creative process really helpful.  And it is interesting to note that it was developed nearly 100 years 
ago and is still being used. 

The preparation phase is all about getting our 
brain prepared to be creative – this might 
include information gathering, talking to 
people, etc 

If you have a good idea but you can’t really 
describe it to anyone, then you are in the 
incubation phase.  We step back from the 
problem and let our minds wander.  This can 
be a frustrating time, especially if we have 
deadlines to meet, but will be helped by 
creating time, space, sleep or meditating for 
our subconscious brains to make connections. 

The illumination phase is characterised by a-ha moments where we establish insights and ideas to 
provide the basis for our new creation. 

In verification, we carry out activities to test and validate our creative idea. 

But how do we do this in groups?  Vin reminded us about the groups of 4 and emphasised the need 
to create these small groups to aid the creative process, together with creating space for people to 
mix and share ideas.  We can carry these guidelines through into our own work in the way that we 
organise meetings and physical space in our buildings. 
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Strategy 4: Cancel that departmental meeting; organise “long range” meetings   

Vin advised us to re-configure meetings so that we can focus and create time for a longer range 
view, rather than following the urgent action-orientated meetings that are so typical in today’s 
organisations. 

Strategy 5: Do nothing more often 

Personally, I really like this one!  Vin urged us not to confuse being busy with being productive, and 
reminded us about all of the material that he covered in his first session about sleep, and the need 
to create down time to allow our subconscious brains to work. 

Strategy 6: Think about WHO should be in a creative team 

Vin shared one of his own examples: in many organisations, when working on a significant challenge, 
there is a belief that we need to match a more senior person with a junior to show them the way.  
With his students, Vin aims to give them a problem, and then give them as much freedom as 
possible to develop their own ideas about how to take it forwards.  Consequently, he is often 
astounded by the way they tackle the problems and the ideas that they come up with. 

He also had one big tip when doing this: don’t tell people that it is hard, they will then have a 
brilliant go at solving the problem. 

Vin also reflected on ageism, and made the point that there is a cult of youth.  He recognised that 
creativity changes with age, but people are still creative into old age.  Vin cited examples such as Iris 
Murdoch, Picasso and Einstein as people who were creative well into their old age. 

Strategy 7: Be aware of your role in a creative group 

Vin summed this up as “lead from behind”.  Whilst it is good to leave people to develop ideas, you 
need to know when to give support or step in.  

Other tips for creativity at work  

Vin then wrapped up his session by giving us some other tips for creativity at work, eg: 

• Be vigilant for and avoid self-fulfilling prophecies that stifle creativity. 
• Embrace outliers – the people who don’t “fit the mould” but can contribute significant 

creativity. 
• Don’t confuse activity with productivity. 
• Dare to be simple – don’t overcomplicate how you communicate with people. 
• Know your creativity method – eg Arnold Schwarzenegger and his “one more rep” method. 
• Know what a team is – follow the rule of 4’s. 

My other takeaway from Vin’s session was his relentless approach to trying things out for himself to 
test the theories.  I think many of us will remember him talking about trying melatonin for jet-lag, 
and his commitment to trying Viagra on his next trip across the Atlantic!  
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Keith Grint  

Wicked Problems & Clumsy Solutions:  Leadership, Management & Command 

I first heard about Keith about ten years ago, when he gave a lecture about Wicked Problems to 
some of my colleagues who were studying at Saïd Business School.  I have wanted to hear him speak 
ever since, so was delighted to see him as one of the speakers at this conference. 

My approach to this report is different from usual.  My usual approach is to provide a reasonably 
detailed report of the presentation.  However, in this case, Keith has allowed us to circulate his 
paper on “Wicked Problems and Clumsy Solutions: the Role of Leadership”, published in December 
2008.  This paper includes a detailed discussion of the core of Keith’s presentation – it is really well 
worth a read.  However, at fourteen pages, it is still a bit of a read.  So, in this report, I have provided 
an overall summary which you can use as an aide memoire of the key points from Keith’s report and 
his presentation. 

The problem of change projects 

75% of change projects fail.  In response, numerous books and consultancies produce their reasons 
for failure such as: 

1. An accepted need to change 
2. A viable vision/alternative state 
3. Change agents in place 
4. Sponsorship from above 
5. Realistic scale & pace change 
6. An integrated transition programme 
7. A symbolic end to the status quo 
8. A plan for likely resistance 
9. Constant advocacy 
10. A locally owned benefits plan 

The problem with lists like this is that no significant change is like any other, so the list does not hold 
up.  Keith’s approach is to think about problems differently and categorise them into 3 different 
types: 

• Tame problems – they might be complicated but are resolvable by unilinear acts; there is 
only a limited degree of uncertainty.  You can often resolve them through using standard 
operating procedures.  Tame problems require management to resolve them. 

• Wicked problems – apart from being more complicated, a wicked problem is more complex 
and is inherently embedded in its environment.  If you start implementing solutions it is 
likely to affect the environment, and often in unexpected ways.  Categorising wicked 
problems is subjective, eg fixing a broken leg would be a tame problem to a medic, but a 
wicked problem to the staff in a restaurant.  Wicked problems also involve many 
constituencies such as legal, social, medical, institutional etc, and they typically also have no 
stopping point.  By definition, wicked problems have no clear solution, therefore the leader 
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needs to engage with the collective to solve them.  Wicked problems need leadership to 
resolve them, and the key role of leadership in this context is to ask the right questions 
rather than providing the right answers. 

• Critical problems – ie crises.  These are characterised by needing fast decision making and 
action.  Their resolution relies on a commander whose role is to take the required decisive 
action. 

The leadership challenge in solving wicked problems 

Keith makes the point that there are multiple different perspectives on each wicked problem and 
the potential solutions.  These depend on your position and role in the problem, and all parties can 
take part in social construction of the problem.  He also makes the point that “leaders” or others 
with legitimate authority will switch between Command, Management and Leadership roles 
depending on how they perceive the problem, and on their own preferred form of power. 

Many people will avoid this style of “Leadership” because it implies that: 

1. The leader does not have the answer. 
2. The leader’s role is to make the followers face up to their responsibilities. 
3. The ‘answer’ to the problem is going to take a long time to construct. 
4. It will require constant effort to maintain. 

Keith provided this diagram to summarise the different types of problems, the different levels of 
involvement and collaboration needed to 
solve the problem, and the different types 
of behaviour needed by those in authority. 

Throughout his presentation and the paper, 
Keith emphasised the need for wicked 
problems to be tackled by Leaders using 
collaborative behaviours, and the skill in 
being prepared to demonstrate they don’t 
know the answers, but lead by asking great 
questions 

How does culture make a difference? 

Keith also discussed the role of culture in solving wicked problems.  He used Mary Douglas’ culture 
model, where she identifies that most cultures can be defined by two criteria:  

(1) Grid – mapping the significance by roles and rules from rigid to loose. 
(2) Group – how important are groups relative to individuals in the culture. 

This can be plotted on the matrix below. 
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While this remains a model rather than 
an absolute mirror of society, these 
cultures tend to be self-supporting and 
internally consistent.   

It is also important to recognise that 
people perceive problems, the 
potential solutions, and their ability to 
intervene, differently depending on the 
prevailing culture and their own 
preferences. 

If you are interested in how these different preferences play out in solving problems, do please dip 
into Keith’s paper where he gives some great examples of individual’s approach to solving problems 
and their beliefs about potential solutions. 

To solve Wicked problems we need Clumsy solutions 

Wicked problems will not have one “right” solution; we need to accept imperfection and making the 
most of what is available.  We also need to work to keep different constituencies onboard, but 
accept that consensus is highly unlikely. 

Accepting that Fatalists tend to give 
up on developing solutions, we are 
left with 3 cultural archetypes. 

Collaborative leaders are advised to 
use all 3 perspectives to prise open 
the Wicked problem and identify 
Clumsy solutions.  

There is no guaranteed method to 
do this, but the skill is in trying new 

things, carrying out experiments to see what works and what doesn’t, and using an incrementalist 
approach. 

 

 

A few final words 

The essence of Keith’s approach to Wicked problems is to recognise that each situation is unique 
and not susceptible to expert resolution.  It needs an array of techniques that might help to both (a) 
reframe the problem, and (b) develop solutions.  But most critically, therefore it needs leaders who 
will catalyse collaborative effort to develop Clumsy solutions. 
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And, to conclude, I love this quote from Laurence Peter at the end of Keith’s paper: ‘Some problems 
are so complex that you have to be highly intelligent and well informed just to be undecided about 
them. 
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